FOOTSWITCH

Foot Switch
- Allows operator to advance material without pressing the button on the dispenser
- For the TDAO80 series, order Part # TDAO80PFS
- For the zcm1000 series, order Part # ZFOOTSWITCH

zcM1000PCR

Creaser
- Creaser for tapes that have a tendency to curl or are flimsy such as Kapton® tape
- Designed for the zcm1000 series, zcm1100, zcm2000 series, and the zcm2200
- Creaser will not crease tape narrower than .5" (13mm) in width

CORE HOLDERS

Tape Core Holder
- Individual core holder for use with smaller inside diameter cores
- Designed for the zcm1000 series, zcm1100, zcm2000 series, and the zcm2200. For TDAO80 Core Holders please reference TDAO80P601 (3") & TDAO80P601-1 (1")

zcM1000P550E

Dual Cutting Head with Reel
- Dual Sensor Cutting Head (2 photosensors)
- Allows for the dispensing of two (2) rolls of tape
- Feeds and cuts when both pieces of tape are removed

zcM1000P561-1
zcM1000P107N

Protective Guard
- (P561-1) Minimizes finger injuries
- Standard on all 230V zcm1000 dispensers
- For zcm1000 & zcm2000 models

Thin Tape Guide
- (P107N) Individual core holder for use with narrow 3" core rolls of tape
- Extra support to properly guide narrow tapes straight in the zcm1000 Series dispensers

zcM1000P025

Liner Remover
- Removes bottom liner from double coated or metal tapes
- 1" (25mm) maximum width
- Designed for the zcm1000 series, zcm1100, zcm2000 series, and the zcm2200
- zcm1000P050 & zcm1000P080 also available

zcM1000P026

Reel Stand
- Allows for larger diameter rolls to be dispensed
- Up to 9.45" (240mm) in diameter
- Designed for the zcm1000 series, zcm1100, zcm2000 series, and the zcm2200
- zcm3000 External Stand Part Number: P030
**Accessories**

**LD5100P50011B**

**Photo Sensor Bracket Extension**
- This addition provides the photo sensor to detect the label at a right angle (90 degrees)
- Can be used on the standard LD5000, LD5100, and LD7000 machines to detect clear and reflective materials

**TDLR050B**

**Universal Liner Remover**
- Peels and winds liner from tape or labels
- 6" (152mm) outside roll diameter
- Up to 2" (51mm) in tape width
- Uses a 3" (76mm) core
- Can function in conjunction with the zcM1000 series, zcM1100, zcM2000 series, and the zcM2200

**LDHANGER16**

**Stand for Label Dispenser**
- Allows operator to hang LD6000 and LDX6000 series label dispensers
- Aluminum construction
- Dimensions: 18"H x 16"W

**TDSTAND03 TDSTAND08**

**3" & 8" Wide External Reel Stand**
- 3" and 8" (76mm and 203mm) maximum width
- Up to 20" (508mm) diameter rolls
- Allows for larger diameter rolls of tape or labels to be dispensed
- Use for labels, tape, and non-adhesive materials

**LDPBATTERY LDPBATTERY-CH**

**Rechargeable External Battery Pack & Charger**
- For use with the LD2000V and the LR4500
- Allows for portable use of the LD2000V and the LR4500
- 12V 7.2AH rechargeable battery
- Charge life: 2-3 shifts; Battery life: 3-5 years
- Charger sold separately: Part no. LDPBATTERY-CH

**LD-COUNTER**

**Electric Label Dispenser Counter**
- Counts the number of labels dispensed.
- Available for the LD5000, 5100, 5500, 7000 & 7500
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Please refer to our website for the latest products and specifications. Specifications are subject to change without notice.
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